
Share your thinking while you work.

Partner
Talk

Play a Game
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Start   Get 20 red squares.

Put 5 62 3 4 7 8 910  in a .

Materials Number tiles 0–9, a bag for the tiles, 20 red squares

Oral 
Directions

TRY Give 10 red squares to one player. Give 10 red squares to the other player.  
Choose a game board. Each player picks a number tile from the bag. Put your tile in the  
tile space next to your game board. Put that many red squares on your game board.  
The player who has the greater number of squares on a game board keeps both tiles.  
Remove the squares. Play until the bag is empty. The player who collects more tiles wins.

TRY AGAIN If you have time, play again! This time, the player who has the number that  
is less keeps both tiles.

Collect More!Player 1 Player 2

4•4
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Materials Number tiles 0–9, a bag for the tiles, 20 red squares

Oral 
Directions

TRY Give one game board to each player. Each player picks a tile from the bag.  
Put your tile in the tile space next to your game board. If you have the greater number, explain why.  
Put a square on your game board. Put the tiles back in the bag. Play until someone wins.  
The first player to get 10 squares wins.

TRY AGAIN If you have time, play again!  This time, the player with the number that is less collects  
a square.

Start   Get 20 red squares. 

Put 5 62 3 4 7 8 910  in a .

Get 10!Player 1 Player 2
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